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Agility is pleased to introduce a new utility for Infor XA: Type 1i
Enhancement for ISL/MISL. Type 1i, the “i” stands for invoicing, and is an
enhancement for ISL / MISL. Type 1i adds new functionality to ISL / MISL,
by utilizing additional capabilities in the Customer Order Management
(COM) module. The Type 1i enhancement enables users to utilize COM
functionality such as picking and packing when filling InterSite orders, which
is bypassed when using conventional ISL / MISL transactions.
In addition to simplifying order placement and fulfillment processes, the Type
1i enhancement also simplifies the process of issuing and receiving payments
for InterSite orders. Type 1i allows you to electronically invoice and render
payment in a fully automated fashion. This means that automated fund
transfers can be made at actual cost or at a pre-established selling price.
The Type 1i Enhancments for ISL / MISL is the latest evolution in multi-site
management tools for Infor XA. Agility, Inc., the devlopers of the ISL and
MISL modules, have created the Type 1i enhancment to meet a recognized
need in the Infor XA community.

HOW IT WORKS





Uses X orders to pass demand to supply site
A Sales Shipment (SA) is issued on the supply site and a Misc. Receipt (RC) is used
to receive to the InterSite (virtual) warehouse
MISL Type 1i creates a Misc. Issue (IS) on the supply site and a Misc.Receipt(RC) to
the Demand Environment
ISL Type 1i uses a Transfer Warehouse (TW) transaction from the supply site
InterSite (virtual) warehouse to the demand site
Uses IFM Legacy Bridge to generate an accounts payable transaction on the demand
site to offset the COM invoice on the supply site

REQUIRED XA MODULES



Customer Order Management (COM)
Multi-Environment Intersite Logistics (MISL)

Type 1i Enhancement for ISL/MISL FAQ
I have ISL and MISL why do I need The Type 1i Enhancement? If the nature
of your InterSite transfers is relatively simple, you may not need this enhancement.
But, if each of your plants maintains a separate P&L, The Type 1i Enhancement
will dramatically simplify the process of invoicing and payment. Another
substational enhancement is the ability to use COM functionality such as COM
picking, packing and shipping.
I have Infor XA ISL / MISL. Doesn’t it do the same thing? The Type 1i
Enhancement has been designed to enhance the capabilities of ISL / MISL. While
ISL and MISL pass demand from 1 plant or environment to another, it does not
COM functionality such as Picking and Packing.
Is The Type 1i Enhancement Infor product? No. The Type 1i Enhancement is a
utility developed by Agility, Inc. to meet the needs of the MAPICS community.
While we have developed utilities like ISL and MISL which have become modules,
Type 1i is not an Infor supported module.
I’m not sure if The Type 1i Enhancement is a good fit for my business. How do
I find out more? Call Agility - Our manufacturing experts would be happy to
learn about your needs and determine if it can help. Call today!
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